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Abstract
The Paris Agreement binds all nations to undertake ambitious efforts to combat climate
change, with the commitment to Bhold warming well below 2 °C in global mean temperature
(GMT), relative to pre-industrial levels, and to pursue efforts to limit warming to 1.5 °C^. The
1.5 °C limit constitutes an ambitious goal for which greater evidence on its benefits for health
would help guide policy and potentially increase the motivation for action. Here we contribute
to this gap with an assessment on the potential health benefits, in terms of reductions in
temperature-related mortality, derived from the compliance to the agreed temperature targets,
compared to more extreme warming scenarios. We performed a multi-region analysis in 451
locations in 23 countries with different climate zones, and evaluated changes in heat and coldrelated mortality under scenarios consistent with the Paris Agreement targets (1.5 and 2 °C)
and more extreme GMT increases (3 and 4 °C), and under the assumption of no changes in
demographic distribution and vulnerability. Our results suggest that limiting warming below
2 °C could prevent large increases in temperature-related mortality in most regions worldwide.
The comparison between 1.5 and 2 °C is more complex and characterized by higher uncertainty, with geographical differences that indicate potential benefits limited to areas located in
warmer climates, where direct climate change impacts will be more discernible.
Keywords Climate change . Mortality . Temperature . Projections

1 Background
The Paris Agreement, adopted in December 2015 under the auspices of the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), is a turning point in negotiations to
limit the potential damages of climate change. An agreement was reached on an ambitious
long-term goal to limit warming from pre-industrial levels Bwell below^ a 2-°C increment in
global mean temperature (GMT), and to pursue efforts to limit it to 1.5 °C (UNFCCC 2015a;
UNFCCC 2015b). The UNFCCC invited the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) to provide a special report in 2018 on the impacts of 1.5- vs. 2-°C warming, to
determine the avoided impacts of further reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. This report
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will include multisectoral assessments of the regional-scale consequences for society and
environment of different degrees of warming, with comprehensive evaluations of potential
impacts. Non-optimal outdoor temperatures will be included in the assessment of impacts on
human health (Seneviratne et al. 2016). Most studies projecting the health risks of temperature
extremes were performed in country-specific settings, mainly in high-income regions
(Sanderson et al. 2017). The majority of these studies focused on heat-related deaths, and
did not consider cold-related mortality, which may be reduced as temperature continues to
increase (Wang et al. 2016). Our recent multi-country health impact projection analysis, the
largest of its kind, investigated trends in temperature-related mortality under various greenhouse gas (GHG) emission trajectories (Gasparrini et al. 2017). However, these studies offered
little evidence on the comparative risks under warming scenarios based on specific GMT
targets, such as those under the Paris Agreement. The present contribution addresses this
research gap by assessing the excess mortality attributable to non-optimal temperature
projected across various geographical and climate regions under climate change scenarios
corresponding to 1.5 and 2 °C increases in GMT, and by comparing them with more extreme
warming scenarios corresponding to 3 and 4 °C increases.

2 Brief description of the method
We projected temperature-related excess mortality in 451 locations from 23 countries across the
globe characterized by a wide range of climatic conditions, included in the Multi-Country Multicity (MCC) Collaborative Research Network (http://mccstudy.lshtm.ac.uk/) (Table 1, Fig. S1, and
Supplementary Material S1). We applied a methodology developed in a previous study on trends
in temperature-mortality projections performed within the same collaborative network (Gasparrini
et al. 2017). Here in this section, we provide a brief description of this methodological framework.
For a more detailed explanation on the different analytical steps, refer to the Supplementary
Material S2 and to a previous work (Gasparrini et al. 2017). In brief, we firstly estimated the
location-specific exposure-response relationship between observed daily temperature and mortality counts using historical data collected through the MCC Network. We then projected
temperature-related excess mortality, using the modeled daily series of temperature and mortality,
under scenarios consistent with 1.5, 2, 3, and 4 °C increases in GMT above pre-industrial levels,
assuming no change in demographics or population vulnerability. Thus, results are expressed as
function of specific warming levels, instead of calendar periods under specific emission pathways
as done in the previous publication (Gasparrini et al. 2017). These warming scenarios were defined
using 20-year windows of modeled daily temperature within 1990–2099 corresponding to specific
GMT increases. These Btime-slices^ were obtained from three global climate models (GCMs,
specifically HadGEM2-ES (Jones et al. 2011), IPSL-CM5A-LR (Mignot and Bony 2013), and
MIROC-ESM-CHEM (Watanabe et al. 2011)) under Representative Concentration Pathway 8.5
(RCP8.5). The combination of RCP8.5 and the three GCMs was selected to ensure a warming
level of up to 4 °C in GMT over the current century. The time slices were identified in each GCM
following a procedure detailed elsewhere (Schleussner et al. 2016). See Table S2 for the specific
periods, Table 1, and Fig. S2 for the geographical distribution of the location-specific GMT
increase from 1.5 to 2 °C and Fig. S3 for the overall GCM-ensemble trends. This time-slice
approach is justified given that little evidence for scenario dependence was found for temperaturerelated indices and a warming of up to 4 °C (Seneviratne et al. 2016; James et al. 2017). At the
same time, by using location-specific series, we account for differential increases in temperature
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across geographical areas for each GMT scenario. Location-specific excess mortality, expressed in
terms of attributable fractions for cold (below the minimum mortality temperature, MMT) and heat
(above MMT), in each 20-year window were averaged across GCMs to obtain the corresponding
ensemble estimate in each scenario (Gasparrini and Leone 2014).
We estimated differences in temperature-related excess mortality in 2, 3 and 4 °C scenarios
relative to 1.5 °C for heat, cold, and total (net, i.e., the summed contribution of heat and cold).
Heterogeneity was explored by aggregating absolute and differences in excess mortality for
each scenario by country, geographic region, and climate zone (defined by the first letter of the
Köppen-Geiger classification (Kottek et al. 2006)).

3 Results
Figure 1 displays the projected changes in excess mortality by comparing the 1.5- vs 2-°C
increase scenarios in each country, geographic region, and climate zone (actual numbers in
Tables S3–S6). Overall, an increase from 1.5 to 2 °C in GMT could generate a substantial rise
in heat-related mortality in most countries included in the analysis. Specifically, assuming no
changes in population and vulnerability, heat-mortality impacts could increase between + 0.11
and + 2.13%, with most countries in South Europe and South-East Asia showing increments
above + 1%. In contrast, cold-related mortality could decrease in all countries between − 0.27
and − 0.98%. These decrements are of a lower magnitude compared to the corresponding heatrelated risks, producing a net increase in excess mortality in about half of the countries but with
large uncertainty in most of them. For instance, only Italy and Spain, the two countries in the
South of Europe included in the study, could face a significant net increase in total excess
temperature-related mortality of about + 0.66 and + 0.77%, respectively. Similar or larger but
not statistically significant increases, reaching + 1.15%, could be observed in other warm
countries in South-East Asia, such as the Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam, despite having
different climate conditions (Fig. 1, Fig. S1, Table 1). In contrast, total excess mortality could
decrease in cooler areas such as North Europe and East Asia. For example, Ireland and Japan
could register a small decrease between − 0.51 and − 0.27%. Other large countries (Canada,
USA, and Chile), and some countries located in central areas such as Czech Republic and
Moldova, might not face substantial changes in total excess mortality. However, many of the
net change estimates are not statistically significant, reflecting the uncertainty in the estimates.
Figure 2 illustrates the trends in differences in excess mortality by geographic region and
climatic zone projected under other warming scenarios, including those beyond the Paris
Agreement targets, corresponding to increases in GMT of 2, 3, and 4 °C, relative to 1.5 °C
(figures in Tables S3–S6). As expected, we observed a common pattern of rising mortality
associated with heat and a moderate attenuation in cold-related impacts. Under more extreme
scenarios, most regions could experience considerably larger heat-mortality risks that would
not be balanced by the projected decreases in cold-related excess mortality. Specifically,
central and southern regions of America, Europe, and East-Asia are projected to experience
increases in heat-related mortality impacts ranging between + 3.53 and + 8.86% in the most
extreme 4-°C scenario, while cooler regions in Europe and Asia could face smaller increases
below + 2%. In the latter regions, the contribution of the reduction in cold-related mortality
impacts would be similar to the increase observed for heat, ranging between − 1.88 and −
2.23%, translating into small or even null and non-significant net reductions in total excess
mortality. The most affected areas in terms of large increases in net temperature-mortality

Canada
USA
Mexico
Brazil
Chile
Finland
Ireland
Sweden
UK
Czech Republic
France
Moldova
Switzerland
Italy
Spain
China
Japan
South Korea
Philippines
Taiwan
Thailand
Vietnam
Australia

North America

26
135
10
18
4
1
6
1
10
4
18
4
8
11
52
15
47
7
4
3
62
2
3

Number of
locations

6.6 [10.5; 2.6]
14.9 [25.5; 8.0]
18.5 [23.0; 13.5]
24.3 [27.2; 17.5]
13.2 [14.8; 11.3]
5.7 [5.7; 5.7]
9.8 [10.6; 9.1]
7.6 [7.6; 7.6]
10.0 [11.3; 9.2]
8.5 [9.3; 7.8]
12.2 [15.9; 10.3]
10.0 [10.5; 9.5]
10.0 [12.5; 8.1]
15.2 [18.2; 12.3]
15.3 [21.6; 10.8]
14.9 [23.6; 7.0]
15.3 [23.1; 9.0]
13.7 [14.9; 12.4]
27.9 [28.5; 27.6]
24.0 [25.2; 23.2]
27.4 [29.0; 24.9]
26.6 [28.0; 25.3]
18.0 [20.2; 15.6]

Average [range]a
daily mean temp.
baseline
0.87
0.74
0.69
0.55
0.32
0.72
0.51
0.66
0.60
0.63
0.63
0.61
0.61
0.60
0.69
0.75
0.72
0.72
0.48
0.50
0.65
0.59
0.45

Difference in average
daily mean temp.
2 vs 1.5 °C scen.
0 [0%]
5 [3.7%]
0 [0%]
14 [77.8%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
4 [100%]
1 [33.3%]
62 [100%]
2 [100%]
0 [0%]

Equatorial
0 [0%]
11 [8.1%]
5 [50%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
7 [13.5%]
2 [13.3%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]

Dry
3 [11.5%]
85 [63%]
5 [50%]
4 [22.2%]
4 [100%]
0 [0%]
6 [100%]
0 [0%]
10 [100%]
4 [100%]
18 [100%]
3 [75%]
7 [87.5%]
11 [100%]
45 [86.5%]
8 [53.3%]
41 [87.2%]
5 [71.4%]
0 [0%]
2 [66.7%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
3 [100%]

Warm temperate

N [%] locations per climate zoneb

corresponds to the maximum and minimum average value of the daily mean temperatures of the baseline period estimated across locations

23 [88.5%]
34 [25.2%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
1 [100%]
0 [0%]
1 [100%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
1 [25%]
1 [12.5%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
5 [33.3%]
6 [12.8%]
2 [28.6%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]
0 [0%]

Snow

zone defined according to Köppen-Geiger classification (Kottek et al. 2006), using the first letter: A, equatorial; B, dry; C, warm temperate; D, snow. Any location included in
the study was classified as E, polar, so this category was omitted

b Climate

a Range

Australia

South-East Asia

East Asia

South Europe

Central Europe

North Europe

Central America
South America

Country

Geographic region

Table 1 Description of the countries included in the study, listed by geographic region, with the number of locations, average and range of the mean temperatures modeled in the
baseline period (1986–2005), the average difference between the projected mean temperatures between 2 and 1.5 °C increases in GMT, and classification of the locations in each
country per climate zone
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Country

North America

Heat−related excess mortality
Cold−related excess mortality
Net excess mortality (heat+cold)

Canada
USA

Central America

Mexico

South America

Brazil

North Europe

Finland

Chile

Ireland
Sweden
UK
Central Europe

Czech Republic
France
Moldova
Switzerland

South Europe

Italy
Spain

East Asia

China
Japan
South Korea

South−East Asia

Philippines
Taiwan
Thailand
Vietnam

Australia

Geographic region

Australia

North America
Central America
South America
North Europe
Central Europe
South Europe
East Asia
South−East Asia
Australia

Climate zone

Equatorial
Arid
Warm temperate
Snow

−1

0

1

2

3

Difference in excess mortality 2C vs 1.5C (%)

Fig. 1 Change in excess mortality from 1.5- to 2-°C scenario by country, geographic region and climate zone.
Red and blue bars represent changes in heat (above minimum mortality temperature) and cold (below minimum
mortality temperature) excess mortality, respectively, and black diamond and bar correspond to net excess
mortality (heat+cold) and 95% confidence interval.

impacts would be again the warmest regions in the south of Europe and South-East-Asia (+
4.41 and + 7.07%), and in a smaller magnitude in South America and Central Europe (+ 2.60
and + 2.63%). However, estimates on net changes are highly uncertain for most of the regions
and warming levels, showing statistically significant results only for the central and southern
European regions. A different pattern is observed for Australia, with negative net changes in
excess mortality across the warming scenarios. This would be due to the milder temperature
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A − GEOGRAPHIC REGION
North
America

Central
America

South
America

North
Europe

Warm temperate

Snow

Central
Europe

South
Europe

East
Asia

South−East
Asia

Australia

Difference in excess mortality (%)

15
10
5
0
−5

−10

B − CLIMATE ZONE
Equatorial

Arid

Difference in excess mortality (%)

15
10
5
0

Heat−EM − Scen. 2C vs 1.5C
Heat−EM − Scen. 3C vs 1.5C
Heat−EM − Scen. 4C vs 1.5C
Cold−EM − Scen. 2C vs 1.5C
Cold−EM − Scen. 3C vs 1.5C
Cold−EM − Scen. 4C vs 1.5C
Net−EM [95% CI]

−5

−10

Fig. 2 Trends in changes in excess mortality projected for warming in 2, 3 and 4 °C, relative to 1.5 °C, by
geographic region and climate zone. Red and blue bars represent changes in heat (above minimum mortality
temperature) and cold (below minimum mortality temperature) excess mortality, respectively, while black squares
correspond to net excess mortality (heat+cold) and its 95% confidence interval.

projections obtained for this region, compared to other areas of similar climate, as shown in
Fig. S3 and in a previous work (Gasparrini et al. 2017).
The pattern of results suggests an association between projected total temperature impacts and
current climate conditions. This is particularly clear in Europe and Asia, where the impact of a
change in temperature applied to the current population shows moderate decreases in excess
mortality in the colder areas of the north, nearly null changes or small increases in the temperate
central areas, and larger increases in warmer southern regions. This pattern is better illustrated in
Fig. 3 showing the geographical distribution of the location-specific estimates for the 2- vs 1.5-°C
difference. We can also observe a within-country positive gradient from temperate to warmer or
equatorial areas in Brazil, although this was not clear in other countries in Central America and
USA; the results obtained by different climate zones confirm this gradient (Figs. 1 and 2, bottom
panel). Although imprecise, our projections indicate that locations in equatorial climates could
experience a + 0.66% increase in total excess mortality from 1.5 to 2 °C warming, followed by a
smaller + 0.16% increase in arid zones, while cooler regions (warm temperate and snow climates)
could register a decrease or close-to-null change in total excess temperature-related mortality
(Fig. 1, Table S6) based on the current population. Similarly, equatorial locations would be the
most affected areas by far under more extreme scenarios, experiencing an increment in total
mortality impacts above + 6% if GMT increases by 4 °C.
Figure S4 shows the results from a sensitivity analysis in which we compare the GCMspecific and ensemble excess mortality estimated for each geographic area for 1.5-°C warming
scenario. We observe little variation across models, thus confirming that impact calculation
does not depend on the timing in which each GCM reach a specific warming level, and
therefore on the choice of specific climate models or emission pathways.
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Fig. 3 Map showing the geographical distribution of the location-specific total excess mortality change between
1.5 and 2 °C scenarios

4 Study context and interpretation of the results
This study investigates the potential temperature-mortality impacts projected under specific
climate change scenarios consistent with the Paris Agreement. Projections are presented as a
function of GMT rise, instead of climate trajectories or emission scenarios as in previously
published health impact assessments. Our approach is consistent with the framework of the
Paris Agreement, which sets explicit temperature targets but does not define specific timelines
or mitigation plans. It is therefore implicit that the same GMT rise can be reached under
different development pathways and mitigation policies, as previously demonstrated
(Seneviratne et al. 2018). Coherently, impact estimates are likely to be largely independent
from the choice of alternative GCM/RCP combinations to select the time slices corresponding
to a specific GMT increase, as shown in our analysis (Fig. S4). While this framework offers a
straightforward way to quantify target-related impacts, it does not permit the integration of
other factors that are likely to modify future health burdens, such as demographic changes and
adaptation strategies, as the timing and socio-economic pathways leading to the related GMT
increases can vary. By contrast, the applied methodology is based on clear assumptions
defining simplified scenarios of stable populations and no-adaptation. Although we acknowledge that these are unrealistic representations of plausible futures, these simplified scenarios
facilitate the proper interpretation of the results, as the impact due to global warming can be
disentangled from the contribution of other factors. Consistently, our estimates should not be
considered predictions of future mortality, but projections of hypothetical health impacts based
on current socio-economic conditions, population structure and level of vulnerability. While
recognizing these limitations, findings from this study can serve as a basis in the ongoing
discussions on the implementation of the Paris Agreement, and can be then extended and
refined to assess more specific scenarios that take into account detailed mitigation strategies
and underlying changes in baseline populations and temperature-related risks.
Other interpretational issues should be also considered. For example, our projections are limited
to the direct acute impact of heat and cold on mortality, and do not consider potentially larger
impacts due to indirect pathways (e.g., sea-level rise or food production). Likewise, although the
present study covers a large number of locations from different regions worldwide, it is not entirely
representative of each geographic region or climate zone. For instance, temperature-related impacts
in other warm regions such as Africa, the Arabian Peninsula, or other countries in South-East Asia
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such as India, were not explored due to the lack of observed temperature-mortality data. Indeed,
these highly populated and mostly poor areas are particularly vulnerable to climate change, and it is
expected that populations in these locations could suffer from more severe extreme heat events
(Harrington et al. 2016; Russo et al. 2016; Lelieveld et al. 2016; Mazdiyasni et al. 2017).
We applied an analytical framework based on advanced, established statistical techniques that
enabled us to model complex temperature-mortality associations and project the corresponding
impacts under clearly defined warming scenarios (Gasparrini et al. 2017). Specifically, these
methods allow modeling non-linear and lagged epidemiological relationships, capturing geographical differences, and separating the contributions of cold and heat temperatures (Gasparrini et al.
2015) (Supplementary Material S2). However, we also observe a large uncertainty in our
estimates, particularly those for the net impacts and more extreme scenarios. The imprecision is
attributed to variability in the climate models and to estimates of the exposure-response curves. In
the latter, the uncertainty and potential biases generated in extrapolating the functions beyond the
observed temperature range are not accounted for (Ebi and Rocklöv 2014; Benmarhnia et al.
2014). However, the impact of such extrapolation is unlikely to be substantial, because on average
only 1.7 and 3.2% of heat days temperature were above the maximum observed in each 1.5- and
2-°C scenario (Table S7). Likewise, we should acknowledge that the results would likely be even
less precise if other important sources of uncertainty, such as accounting for adaptation, were
considered in the present analysis (Gosling et al. 2017).

5 Conclusion
In conclusion, our findings suggest that, assuming no changes in population and vulnerability and
consistent with the thresholds agreed in Paris, lower increases in GMT would reduce temperaturerelated mortality in most regions of the world. As reported in the 5th IPCC assessment report
(IPCC 2014) and shown in the present study, the 2-°C long-term temperature goal should not be
considered as Bsafe^, because warming at this level could still produce increments in mortality.
However, conclusions on the additional benefits of an extra 0.5 °C decrease in GMT rise are not
straightforward, with the comparison of 1.5 vs 2 °C affected by larger uncertainty and showing
important geographical variability. Specifically, we found indications of a net increase in total
mortality in cooler regions when restricting warming to 1.5 °C, due to the large component of coldrelated mortality. In contrast, warmer areas could still experience a net decrease due to the relative
rise in heat-related mortality. These patterns seem to follow a within-continent gradient according
to the prevalent climate, with populations living in warmer areas, especially with equatorial
climates, benefitting the most from stricter mitigation policies. Recent studies suggest that the
direct consequences of climate change will be more visible in these tropical regions, not only in
terms of increases in average temperature and a higher likelihood of more intense extreme-heat
events, but also more frequent extreme weather episodes (i.e., droughts and floods) and more
severe indirect effects (i.e., changes in crop yields) (Schleussner et al. 2016; Mora et al. 2017). In
fact, these regions include the most populated areas worldwide and, in general, the most vulnerable
to climate change, with a limited capacity for adaptation due to lack of infrastructural, financial,
and technological resources (Smith et al. 2014).
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